
 
Demand High: Classroom Observation Task (2) 
 

Learner involvement in answering the teacher's 
questions: Tracking the question pathway 

 
 
 
Focus  
Does the teacher tend to close down questions almost as soon as they have been asked? 
If not, how does the teacher extend the answering to explore learning? 
 
Received contemporary  
Teachers often ask a question, collect a correct answer (typically from a faster student 
who already knows the answer) and then move swiftly on to the next question, e.g. 
following a sequence such as: 
 

Teacher names learner  teacher asks question  learner gives answer  teacher 
repeats answer twice  teacher validates answer  teacher extinguishes question 

 
The Demand High tweak 
The teacher finds ways to involve more learners in thinking and working on the question. 
This may involve strategies such as: postponing his/her own validation of answers or 
asking other learners for their response to the first answer. The aim is to “go where the 
learning is” and explore it, rather than simply ticking off correct answers. The following 
sequence is an example: 
 

Teacher asks question  teacher waits  teacher invites answers  teacher indicates 
learner  learner gives answer  teacher smiles to acknowledge but doesn't validate 
answer  teacher waits  teacher indicates other learners second leaner gives 
response to first learner's answer  teacher asks if others agree  teacher waits  
teacher indicates learner  third learner gives response  teacher asks if others agree  
teacher confirms answer  teacher waits and studies room  teacher allows class to 
discuss and debate a little  teacher spots learners who look unsure  teacher invites 
learner to speak  learner asks follow-on question  teacher looks to class and invites 
answer etc. 

  
 
Observation Task 
Choose one question asked by the teacher. List the sequence of interventions and 
responses (similar to the boxes above) to that single question, until it is closed..   
  
Repeat this at different points through the lesson. What is the general balance between 
“getting the correct answer” and “learning”?  
 
When you record data for a number of questions, do you find that sequences tend to be 
short (as in the first example in the box above) or extended (as in the second example)? 
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